
 

Supporting a 
dyslexic child’s  

learning at 
home 

Reading  

  

 Don't ever stop trying to find ways 
to encourage your child to read.  

 This could still  include    reading to 
him/her aloud,  listening to stories  
together and reciting   poems. 

 Consider the film, the graphic 
novel, the abridged version, the 
book.  

 

 Find a good series 

 Read yourself 

 

 
If you have a concern about your 
child and dyslexia contact the form 
tutor, year head or Sendco of your 
child’s school. 
 
If you would like The Dyslexia  
Outreach Service to be involved 
please discuss this with the Sendco 
who will get in touch with us.  
 
No referrals for the teaching of            
individual children can be made to 
the service.  
 
Our administrator is Cathy Partington 
and she can be contacted as follows: 
Email: 
C_partington@taverhamhigh.norfolk.sch.uk  

tel: 01603 860505 
 

 

 

Contact details 



 Use a dyslexia friendly font               
(no squiggles!) 

 Change the background colour to 
off white 

 Choose a dyslexia friendly font size 
(at least 12 and no bigger than 16) 

 Change the line spacing to 1.5 

 Try the free speech recognition    
software that comes with new 
computers 

 Use the free screen reader       
software that comes with new 
computers 

 Learn to touch type 

 Modify the Quick Access Toolbar  
to include  at least ‘undo’ and 
‘spell check’. 

 Consider turning off the spell 
check while thinking 

 

 Have a clear after school routine 
which includes homework at a        
reasonable time. 

 Always check the planner 

 Always make sure that you know the 
homework has been done to the best 
of your child's ability 

 Always talk about the content of what 
has been done before you point out a 
spelling mistake or poor handwriting 

 Never correct all spellings.                                  

 If there are problems: 

 Find the helpsheet 

 Phone a friend 

 Make a note in the planner 

 Stop if it’s taking too long 

Teachers need to know if your child could 
not do the homework 

Some things—like spellings and        
times  tables—just have to be learnt.                      
To remember a piece of information for 
good it has to be transferred from short 

term to long 
term       memory. 
On average this 
takes 7 active   
attempts. 

 

Active learners do it with.... 

joined up handwriting 

the correct equipment 

 a friend or an adult 

 pictures 

while bouncing on a trampoline 

 

Getting the most out of your  

computer 
Homework  Remembering 


